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LABORATORIES LEAD CHEMICAL WORLD

MR. G. C. CORBALEY OF SPOKANE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE LAUDS UNIVERSITY WORK.

Application of Chemistry to the Problems of Forest Craft is Daily Becoming More Important.

Mr. G. C. Corbailey, in his lecture to the Forest Club yesterday evening, talked of the application of chemistry to the timber industry. He spoke from the standpoint, not of the scientific man, but of the practical business man. Mr. Corbailey is exploited by the Spokane Chamber of Commerce and has investigated some of the problems of industrial chemistry, and he has traveled in all parts of the country and talked with men who are doing things along that line. Of the work of the forest crafter at the university, he said, "There is not any more progressive work being done any place in the United States than is being done in this laboratory." He predicts that within the next ten years there will be no room left for the amateur in the application of chemistry to the industries, and among those more affected he named the wood industry. There are some wood dressing machines in this country that are being efficiently operated, but there are many more that have failed because of a lack of knowledge and systematic business organization. Before the industry of wood dressing can become successful, the machines must be standardized so that there will be only standard products for which there is a demand on the market.

"The time now, he said, when the day will come," said Mr. Corbailey, "when the trees, instead of being rapped up into lumps, will be used by chemical processes. That will not be for a long time to come a dream, but when you realize the tremendous progress that is being made, you cannot unreasonably believe that in a few years the market will be saturated with the demand for the products of this laboratory."

UNIVERSITY DOUGS TO MOSCOW.

Klfe Team Composed of Officers and New Scout With Town Experts and Do Not Win. Close Score.

Last Thursday evening the Moscow rifle team won from the team of the university in the first rifle short of the year. The Moscow team was composed of Dr. Hatfield, Mr. Snoke, Mr. Green, Dr. McHarg, Dr. Hatfieldsubstituted for an absent member. The university team was composed of Major Carlson, Captain Youngs, Lieut. Morton, Capt. Rank, E. J. Sady, and Captain Creanen. Dr. Hatfield made the report of the game.

There will be another match next Thursday evening and the men are saying they are out for a place on the university rifle team.

The cadets are to appear for drill next Thursday in hospital uniforms. They are also instructed to bring along the seven dollars and fifty cents for the camp movement for competition.

Womens Outnumber Men in Award of Honors.

It is on open secret at the university that girls are better students than men if the grades they make can be used as criterion. Five years attendance have had fraternities in this respect, not at the university as a whole, but at practically all our western schools. It looks as if the same thing were true in the middle of the present West.

Non-sorority girls also lead the non-fraternity men.

Forty women and four men, that is, 98 per cent, of Ohio State University students were recently elected to Phi Beta Kappa, honorary scholarly fraternity, on the basis of high rank in the class room. This would seem to indicate that women are more scholarly in their work than men, with a proportion of four to one.

(Continued on Page 3)

CALENDAR.

Apr. 2, Thurs.—English club meeting.
Apr. 3, Fri.—English club play, "Comedy of Errors," minor dramatic society.
Apr. 4, Sat.—Kappa Sigma Formal.
Apr. 8, Mon.—String Quartette concert, at 4 p.m., auditorium.
Apr. 9, Tues.—De Smet club.
Apr. 10, Fri.—Phi Delta Theta entertain.
Apr. 15-18, Mon.-Sat.—Recapitulation and Spring Vacation.
Apr. 17, Fri.—Band Concert at the auditorium.
Apr. 23, Fri.—Delta Gamma entertainals.
Apr. 24, Fri.—Baseball with W. S. C. at Pullman.
Apr. 25, Sat.—Baseball with W. S. C. at Moscow.
Apr. 25, Sat.—Theta Epoxil entertainals.
Apr. 26, Tues.—"Mikado," at auditorium.

COLLEGE STUDENTS IN CITY BAND.

PROF. E. K. HUMPHREYS SPEAKS WITH FORCE AND EXCITEMENT—NEW NUMBERS BRING LARGE AUDIENCE.

Though a college event, the city band and the vocal solos were cut in the auditorium program to satisfy the unusual interest because about half the band was composed of college students who are attending the university. The object of cooperation is commendable for it is not only a help to the band, but affords an excellent opportunity to the students who wish to widen their musical knowledge.

The program presented many difficulties, some of which were not quite overcome by the band, but the pieces in general were played with a precision and discrimination that was admirable. The selections were well chosen, three pieces fresh from England, rag time and other popular music.

"The Spirit of Idaho," the running march by Mr. Carper, oped the program. "The Old Home Hunt" by Mr. Hunsley, on which was a vocal solo by Mr. E. K. Humphreys, sung with characteristic strength and expression. Mr. Sternor's clarinet solo deserves favorable comment. The solo was written for a professional clarinetist, and as played by this real musician, it was one of the finest numbers of the evening. The "Mississippi," by Mr. Carper, sung by a solo, "Love Comes from Fairlyland, an unpretentious little song by Paul and Charles LePere, followed, among other vocal solos, an informal song sung by Mr. Carper, and made a "hit" with the audience and Mr. Carper was obliged to respond to an encore.

The last number was appreciated and bits of applause followed the rendition of well known national airs of different nations.

After hearing the concert one would have no longer question the Moscow band's right to the enviable title of the "Pride Band of the Island Empire." They have demonstrated their ability to play and play well.

(Continued on Page 5)

Silver Cup Has Come.

The silver cup, recently won by the long course dramatic society for being judged, has been received and is on display in the office of the daily department. The cup is offered by J. B. Ford and Co., of Wymazette, Mich., and will be suitably engraved with the names of the winners of the award. The school winning this cup twice in succession becomes the permanent owner.

Mr. Ross Curtis and Mr. Purdy appear as for the musicals "Love's a Trip in False Colors," Misses Bauer, Menclen and Anthony will play. Friday night. Tickets at Corner Drug Store.

Tickets at Corner Drug Store.
FIRST THRILLING GAME OF TENNIS

DEAN LITTLE AND MISS FRENCH
START RACKETEV—PLAY FIRST BUT CHEERFUL GAME.

First Game in Long Series Planned by The Good Roads Hero and The Dean of Women.

In the first of a long series of tennis games Miss French won from Dr. Little in a six-set love match. On the side of the court next to Bidden-baugh hall all the dormitory girls were carefully arranged—that rooting might be effective—by Dean French before the game began. The doctor was surprised to learn that he had been thus foiled into thinking that the match was to be secret, and, of course, he had to remain at home. Not wishing to be out-done on the side-lines, he called upon the civil engineering college to support him. Fred Stig responded loyally and, seating himself where John Almequid had been placing flowers, he began syndicating Miss Jessie M. Hooper, officiating. Several minutes of play passed us eventually enough.

"Score!" shouted the doctor's supplicant. "Love fifteen" replied the doctor and Miss French answered firmly. "Jingle." "Thought so," retorted the doctor as he got all up in the air at the left. The next ball served him right, was hot also but he "returned" with a smile. Fred rooted. "O thank you!" quoth the doctor as he smote the sky. The match ended by impounding serpentine by the roots from the flower plot.

—J. G. ELDRIDGE

JUST LISTEN.

The student body executive board from president down to sergeant-at-arms called in our elaborately furn-ished office this week. The board was on its daily tour of inspection—no, re-inspection—of the affairs of the student body. President Stamm ex-pressed himself as very pleased with the improvement made in our surroundings. All members of the board left their usual loge, splendid contributions—not perhaps that is car-rying a joke too far. Any fool knows better than that. This much can be said, however. They all kindly posed for our staff artist. Secretary Linden was jubilant over excellent paper.

Pictorial and Editorial.

A correspondent of the New York Post says that the cadets frequent "the table lands of the sea." The cadet baseball teams play as early as possible a dry, bracing atmosphere. This pure air of the sub- marine and the land give to the cross fish that breadth of chest and depth of lungs which we have always noticed.

The glad, free smile of the cadet is largely attributed to the exhilara-tion of air and water influences.

The correspondent further says that "the cod subsists largely on the sea-cherry." Those who have not had the pleasure of seeing the codfish climb the sea-cherry tree in search of food, while the fruit from the heavily laden branches with chunks of coral, have missed a very fine sight. The codfish is, when at home rumbling through the submarine forests, does not wear his vest unbuttoned, as he does while loasting around the grocery of the United States.—Ky.

BY ALL THE STARS

Morgan Wg Jr. Tells His Perilous Tale of Woe. "There's a Reason."

Some time ago when there was a general cry going up from the girls of the university for a rest room, and it was found that it would be a little inconvenient to have one provided for them in the administration building, a beautiful new room was used by which it was attempted to persuade the fair co-eds that their demands had been met.

The performance would remind one of the mesomast with his patient before him, and after a few eloquent flashes of the hand persuade his pa-tient that he is awake, asleep, dreams, that he is rich, that he is poor, but it is somewhat difficult for the man with the sound mind to believe that these material transformations take place. Likewise it is hard for one with a sound mind to believe that the demands for a girls' rest room has in any way been met. It has been sidestepped; it has been dodged and some of the girls may believe that it is deceptively think their needs are supplied.

A year ago the girls had a rest room on the second floor, later they were removed to the hall and some scenes were given which included a new rest room. The scenes were taken away and they had nothing but the bare shell that they might term a rest room and cry went up for a rest room, and there became some danger that the honest mothers of the state might find out that the girls really had no place to rest when at the administration building and policy said "this cry must be hushed." Hence a wonderful transformation took place.

A room already in use for the girls at the dormitory had been fixed up a little and it could be a little more adapted to the use of the girls of the dormitory, and a tragic dedication took place and it was termed (not a reception and dancing room for the girls of the dormitory) but the "girls' rest room," and it was said to the girls who walk over from town and who have to stay at the college building all day without a place to go and rest and apply a brush, comb or powder, that although they could not use their new "rest room," because it was too far away and they would be cutting in on the privacy of the dorm girls, that nevertheless it was their "rest room" and they must accept it and keep still. "Five," it was said, "if you complain it will get in the papers and keep other girls from coming to our college." The girls were loyal and we have never heard a word of complaint. Yes! For goodness sake, girls, keep mum. Polit- icy! that's the key. And they remind us of a certain commissioner and a certain member of an educational board. "Watch this space next April Fool." Signed, Lawful Heir of Morganwig, Editor's note: Morganwig was, like his lawful heir, a grouch, villain, etc.

THERE'S A DIFFERENCE

In Candy. Some candy is made for the wholesale trade and prepared in such a manner that it may be purchased in large quantities by dealers and held indefinitely. We make candy fresh each day for our trade. Made in Moscow—Sold in Moscow.

If its made from sugar we make it

Childers Brothers

Hot and Cold Drinks, Ice Cream and Quick Lunches

Keep Your Money at Home

Hagan & Cushing Co., Inc.

They are Home Made and United States Inspected

Phone 7 219 Main Street

Now is the time to buy your

PETNIS RACQUET

We sell the

Wright & Ditson

Guaranteed Racquets

The Wright & Ditson are the strongest racquets made. They will stand restringing better than any other style racquet. Frame is made of selected ash. Gut used in stringing is of the best quality, noted for its life and driving qualities.

PRICES $1 up to $8.50

ECONOMICAL PHARMACY

When Quality Counts

DOLLES & Lindquist.

PROPS

CITY TRANSFER Co.

Carl Smith
OFFICE
Glenn's News Stand
Phone 11-B

Ely Hopkins
PHONE 116-N

STUDENTS' TRADE SOLICITED

The editors announce the author of the aboive as a poor, beaknoted, malic-i- ous, woman-hating racial. If there is a grain of truth in all he said we have found it. If there is no reel room there ought to be for such warn-out reporters as he.

Clarence Fritz, our sturdy football captain, has left school for good and better because he was forced to eat with the girls at Riddenbough. Parre will enter the forest at Toyo. We re- gret his loss and deplore the rules.

Why shake yourself? Get a first class shave at Russell's.
THE UNIVERSITY ARGONAUT.

BLANKETS AND
"TS" COLLEGE GUYS

DISLOYAL MEN, POOR SPORTS,
CRABBY COACHES, ALUM BOOT-
ING, FREE HONORS, ETC.

Kindness Won't Work—KILL 'EM All

Off—Faculty Man's Opinion

Given in Detail.

It has been the policy of the athletic editor of this paper this year, to follow the plain and beaten path, and say only the good things about the athletic conditions here at the university, in order to please everybody and keep out of trouble. But since knocking is the order of the yellow sheet, he becomes brave and is not afraid to say a thing or two. Now his threat is clear, he's ready.

First to you students: You're not back of athletics and the coach with the proper spirit. You cast out your honors without demanding a worthy return in creating fighting spirit, and royally from the man whom you would honor. Your honors are cheap. You hang them up on a pole and let a man allus to them as he may and carry away the spoils. You do not demand that he deserve the honors of an Idaho emblem. Men persistently refuse to train, and you watch them break the training rules with a wink. Men have defied the coach and demanded that he apologize before they return to the squad, and yet been born on the campus. If each man of this club does not make as many on the team as others it cries "a rotten deal," and it makes one wonder if the man lived who could please everyone.

Now to you athletes: Some of you are not for Idaho. Could I not mention the man who has not got a "L." in his blanket, no chance of adding to it, and who quits? Could I not mention a man who has both on every shirt, and is dividing his attention between a field where he is needed the worst way and a field where he is scarcely needed at all, because in riding both horses, he is not breaking records but retaining a blanket (and we forecast he will get it). Remember this is the stocker's paper and we would not dare to say these things if it were not all an April Fool joke. It is fool's day. A fool can advocate. Hence our job is not complete. Let's advocite: that the students get behind the coaches and see that our men train, and if we catch them not training still "em off, and refuse them the honors which have never been bestowed on the University of Idaho. Make the emblem of Idaho a reward for loyalty and manhood, which is to be given to the deserving and not merely because the coach is up against it for other reasons to do the work. To carry this plan out we advocate that no man be given any honorary emblem of Idaho without he endorses the work of the graduate manager of athletics with the recommendation of the coach under whose order he has been. Grundy for构思ing the emblems might be set out specifically, such as, displaying the training rules in the train com-

...
NOW PLEASE COME IN.

You may remember the kick you made a long time ago about the fact that there was no place in this great college where the papers of another college could be found. That was a good kick; a very good kick! For there is just such a place now. We get a large number of papers that no one reads. You can find them, will find them we hope, in the publicity office. Come in. Stay in! Leaf in there. One half the office belongs to us. If we can show any possible need of the whole room, think it may be arranged for us. Just north of the Bureau's office you will find the door. There will be a chair for you; and someone to tell your troubles to, someone to whom you may complain, to whom you may lie, with whom you may joke. We are suffering from the stringent need of clever union with the student body and with the faculty. Miss Sweet has kindly consented to give us the paper rack from the reading room. On it you will find the college papers you are looking for, fresh from the press. If there is no one in the room put your hat on the floor, your feet on the table and read till you're satisfied. We especially invite the officers of the A. S. U. I. and the presidents of classes, T. M. C. A., W. V. C. A., debaters, athletes, coaches, janitors, fusers, professors, grinders, knockers, boosters, visitors, country school mistresses and freshmen. Come in, stay in, leaf! If you never contributed a line in your whole life. If you have never met a single member of the staff, it makes no difference, come in! "There's a reason."

OUR FIRE AND WELLENSLY.

The anniversary of the fire which, March 16, eight years ago, destroyed the old "AD" building receives this year a peculiar sign.Beneath the impressive situation of Wallatay college, following the similar calamity which has overtaken her main college building, in recalling the despair of the morning after our own fire, the hope that gradually rose under loyal leadership of a new university to be born like the phoenix out of the ashes of the past, and that hope long deferred—and yet not entirely quenched—may we of Idaho know how to sympathize with the latent sufferer, both in the local school which is costing millions of dollars and in those who even such sums will not account.

If the fire was a symbol of need.
And all good Americans who value the tradition of the noble school that, for four decades, has fearlessly upheld the need of a liberal classical education for women will contribute more than sympathy.

The New York Times says: "We have not heard of any aristocratic endeavor to obtain funds, though Bishop Lawrence, the chairman of the executive committee, issued a statement soon after the fire, setting forth the peremptory condition of the college."

"We feel confident that an appeal to the enlightened liberality of those interested in the higher education will meet with a generous response."

It was in this spirit, perhaps, that last week an appeal was made to the students of the university. That appeal has had a hearty response is gratifying; but that there are still many who are willing to do what will contribute to a fund of rescue who for some reason have not been certain. As we pointed out, the peculiar circumstances of our fire anniversary and the recollection of the manifold kindnesses done us in that hour of need ought to swell to bursting the contribution box in the bureau's office.

Intercollegiate Meets Help, "Heck" Says. It certainly does the heart of an Idaho man good to see the bunch that "Heck" has got out for track and the way in which he has got them working. It really looks as if we were going to have a track team, and one that can at least defeat the missionaries from Walla Walla, and perhaps repeat the victories of 196 and continue the start we have taken in football and basketball and triumphant from across the line. The results of our Intercollegiate track meets are beginning to show, and the coach, on being queried concerning the strength of the squad, and at off hand consideration he gave a line on his squad about as follows: for the sprint—English Club Meeting. Those who attended the last meeting of the English club, when a delightfully little one-act play was presented, will be interested in the program now being prepared. Efforts are being made to secure a reader and musical numbers will not be lacking. The success of the club this year has been due in a large part to the nature of the programs which have been of the best. Every member should be present next Thursday evenings to boost for a bigger and better organization and this requires the support of all.

To Cool It With.

The dairy department has installed a bine box in the creamery plant for cooling milk and cream and for freezing ice cream. An ammonia plant cools the bine. Home made chicken tamales and chili con carne served at the Palace of Sweets.

Course Open to Potters. A one-week course open only to practical potters, will be given at the Ohio State University, March 23 to 28. Training will be given on the materials to be used, the mode of compounding those materials, the principles of manufacturing, drying, burning, the measurement of high temperatures, the nature of fuel, the composition of blanks, color, decora-

LADIES' COATS, SUITS, DRESSES AND SKIRTS

that

Look Better Fit Better Feel Better and

Are Better

and yet cost no more, are at

CREDITON'S

PURE DRUGS, BOOKS, KODAKS AND CANDIES

HODGINS

Our prices are always just a little lower

COLLEGE TEXT BOOKS & STUDENT'S SUPPLIES

Want your business, no matter how small, and in return we offer you every safety and convenience known to modern banking.

FIRST TRUST & SAVINGS BANK
CAPITAL $50,000.00
MOSCOW, IDAHO

The Palace of Sweets Serves Lunches and Hot Drinks.
Also carry a line line of all kinds of CANDY

J. W. Thompson Proprietor

Moscow Hotel Barber Shop
Under New Management
G. I. Jain, Prop. Call and get acquainted
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NOW PLEASE COME IN.

You may remember the kick you made a long time ago about the fact that there was no place in this great college where the papers of another college could be found. That was a good kick; a very good kick! For there is just such a place now. We get a large number of papers that no one reads. You can find them, will find them we hope, in the publicity office. Come in. Stay in! Leaf in there. One half the office belongs to us. If we can show any possible need of the whole room, think it may be arranged for us. Just north of the Bureau's office you will find the door. There will be a chair for you; and someone to tell your troubles to, someone to whom you may complain, to whom you may lie, with whom you may joke. We are suffering from the stringent need of clever union with the student body and with the faculty. Miss Sweet has kindly consented to give us the paper rack from the reading room. On it you will find the college papers you are looking for, fresh from the press. If there is no one in the room put your hat on the floor, your feet on the table and read till you're satisfied. We especially invite the officers of the A. S. U. I. and the presidents of classes, T. M. C. A., W. V. C. A., debaters, athletes, coaches, janitors, fusers, professors, grinders, knockers, boosters, visitors, country school mistresses and freshmen. Come in, stay in, leaf! If you never contributed a line in your whole life. If you have never met a single member of the staff, it makes no difference, come in! "There's a reason."

OUR FIRE AND WELLENSLY.

The anniversary of the fire which, March 16, eight years ago, destroyed the old "AD" building receives this year a peculiar sign. Beneath the impressive situation of Wallatay college, following the similar calamity which has overtaken her main college building, in recalling the despair of the morning after our own fire, the hope that gradually rose under loyal leadership of a new university to be born like the phoenix out of the ashes of the past, and that hope long deferred—and yet not entirely quenched—may we of Idaho know how to sympathize with the latent sufferer, both in the local school which is costing millions of dollars and in those who even such sums will not account. If the fire was a symbol of need.

And all good Americans who value the tradition of the noble school that, for four decades, has fearlessly upheld the need of a liberal classical education for women will contribute more than sympathy.

The New York Times says: "We have not heard of any aristocratic endeavor to obtain funds, though Bishop Lawrence, the chairman of the executive committee, issued a statement soon after the fire, setting forth the peremptory condition of the college."

"We feel confident that an appeal to the enlightened liberality of those interested in the higher education will meet with a generous response."

It was in this spirit, perhaps, that last week an appeal was made to the students of the university. That appeal has had a hearty response is gratifying; but that there are still many who are willing to do what will contribute to a fund of rescue who for some reason have not been certain. As we pointed out, the peculiar circumstances of our fire anniversary and the recollection of the manifold kindnesses done us in that hour of need ought to swell to bursting the contribution box in the bureau's office.

Intercollegiate Meets Help, "Heck" Says. It certainly does the heart of an Idaho man good to see the bunch that "Heck" has got out for track and the way in which he has got them working. It really looks as if we were going to have a track team, and one that can at least defeat the missionaries from Walla Walla, and perhaps repeat the victories of 196 and continue the start we have taken in football and basketball and triumphant from across the line. The results of our Intercollegiate track meets are beginning to show, and the coach, on being queried concerning the strength of the squad, and at off hand consideration he gave a line on his squad about as follows: for the sprint—English Club Meeting. Those who attended the last meeting of the English club, when a delightfully little one-act play was presented, will be interested in the program now being prepared. Efforts are being made to secure a reader and musical numbers will not be lacking. The success of the club this year has been due in a large part to the nature of the programs which have been of the best. Every member should be present next Thursday evenings to boost for a bigger and better organization and this requires the support of all.

To Cool It With.

The dairy department has installed a bine box in the creamery plant for cooling milk and cream and for freezing ice cream. An ammonia plant cools the bine. Home made chicken tamales and chili con carne served at the Palace of Sweets.

Course Open to Potters. A one-week course open only to practical potters, will be given at the Ohio State University, March 23 to 28. Training will be given on the materials to be used, the mode of compounding those materials, the principles of manufacturing, drying, burning, the measurement of high temperatures, the nature of fuel, the composition of blanks, color, decoration, and the like. The teaching force of the department of ceramic engineering, assisted by four of the best known specialists in the United States will have the work in hand. The pottery industry, probably one of the oldest practiced by man, has shared the fate of other common arts in that its very familiarity to people has made the necessity of theoretical instruction in it seem remote, whereas to merit success in the business it needs to be studied with the full training of a chemical engineering education to command.
ATHLETIC FIELD
NOT PAID FOR
MONEY FROM LEGISLATURE NOT SUFFICIENT TO SUPPLY STUDENT NEEDS.

We Are About the Only State Institution in the Northwest That Makes Students Pay So Much.

Since the deal was closed which disposed of the old athletic field and gave us the present field, there has been a surprising lack of interest manifested. The subject presents several significant facts which every member of the A. S. U. should know.

In any transaction, be it the A. S. U. I. sold the old athletic field to the Fair association for the consideration of $600. This amount was added $800 appropriated by the legislature. Estimates showed that the cost of construction on the new field including concrete seats, would cost approximately $600. To secure money for athletic apparatus President Carr and the regents promised the student body and the executive board that an amount up to $1000 raised by the A. S. U. I. would be duplicated by the regents. The first contract has just coming in about $600. This year the A. S. U. I. is spending $249 for additional improvements. According to agreement a like sum is now due from the state. Last fall the field, in an unfinished condition, seemed a failure but when gamed is finally tackled and packed the present trouble with underground water will be eliminated and the field has a slope of 1 to 100 and no difficulty with surface water will be encountered.

But from another point of view, what have we received in return for our investment? Can the A. S. U. I. show a title to the property for the $400? I am not sure which of the students put money over to contractors? The fact is that we are putting improvements on state property for the use of the student without any payment. A comparative study of the situation reveals these facts: In Oregon all money expended for improvements on the new athletic field is appropriated by the state. At O. A. C. the cost of the new athletic field construction is borne equally by the college and the physical education department. But since that department receives its funds from the college the whole sum is paid by the college. The student pays nothing. The student at W. S. C. pays nothing for the new athletic field. Just finished. The student is not taxed at the U. of W. Even at Reed college, Portland, the trustees assume all expenses of the new athletic field just completed. But the student at Idaho pays money each semester to improve property which does not belong to the A. S. U. I. and what is worse, never will. With the old field, he felt that any improvement made, increased the value of the property, but it is quite obvious that no title will ever be secured to the new field. There is no way we can claim that property is a part of the athletic field than for the gymnasium. The athletic field, the gymnasium, the laboratories, drawing rooms, etc., constitute the modern university and should be here for the student not paid for by the student after he arrives.

P. H. — (on the day of inspection) "Hey, they didn't name Harvard's Manual yet!"

Report of Graduate Manager Larson on Basketball Season.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Receipts</th>
<th>South Central Club games</th>
<th>Gonzaga game</th>
<th>First W. S. C. game</th>
<th>Second W. S. C. game</th>
<th>Pullman game</th>
<th>Whitman game</th>
<th>Pullman game</th>
<th>Second Whitman game</th>
<th>Whitman game</th>
<th>Games at Walla Walla</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total cash receipts</td>
<td>$330.50</td>
<td>$18.50</td>
<td>$57.50</td>
<td>$23.00</td>
<td>$17.50</td>
<td>$145.55</td>
<td>$16.75</td>
<td>$8.75</td>
<td>$235.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total cash receipts from games</td>
<td>$326.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When you buy your Coat, Suit or Dress here you are assured of a "style" all your own.

OUR WEAR GUARANTEED

Our better garments never see the light of day until worn by our customers.

The Fashion Shop

IRA ROBERT BOYD
Retail
Moscow, Idaho
ALL WORK GUARANTEED

Special rates Offered to students New Coattail Bills.

O. H. Schwarz
The Tailor
We Clean, Press and Repair
Nat'l Bank Bldg. W. 3rd St.
The UNIVERSITY ARGONAUT.

FACULTY MEN IN DISTRESS

PROFESSORS HALL and STEYN
MAN LLOSE POSITIONS AS HEADS OF NOT SOUC MOVEMENT

We Bluck to Print the Story of Declart Practiced by Such Prominent En-thusiasts—Chas Caused It.

Dr. Steinman and Professor Hall, our distinguished cross-country, boy-scout, broncho-breaking, chess enthusiast, lowered themselves a way down in the estimates of thinking people yesterday by quarreling. They were playing chess at the home of Prof. Preston. All this was said to Mr. Hall, who is by nature boldest and wild, said to the Doctor, whose recent seriousness makes him by no means under-estimated; "Hah, I dare say they have their questions."

Whereupon the man of questions (can't-I-leave'er?) fame rose in wrath and demanded an apology. The boldest self-splitter but Jointed the borders. After half an hour of this ear-smashing wrangle the Moscow pol-ice was awakened. The worn outs office of law and order reached the scene of the disturbance just in time to notice that he had forgotten his star. To be thus interrupted by a mere citizen proved too much for the grizzled pedagogue. They beat him up with a hammer and dethroned him in their quarrel by a horse race. It was agreed that the doctor was to give Mr. Hall ten yards handing for each year of "Whity's" seniority. The race was to be held in front of the Oregon PT house at 11:30 Sunday morning. During the following night the women reviled in slow motion the jove, the sorrel mare was poisoned and the white horse died of excitement.

It is evident that both the Prof a good lesson, for anybody can see that both are quite determined to "settle down" as soon as possible.

Extract from 1915 Catalog.

Y. W. C. A.

On Wednesday, March 25th, Mary Hesser and Grace Darling, our delega-tions to the Falls Woman's C.C. Convention, gave a very interesting report of that gathering.

Pay day is coming! Watch the bulletin board and the Argonaut.

Remember the monthly Bible study meeting led by Rev. Watson next Wed-neday at four o'clock.

Saturday evening, April 4th, Y. W. C. A. party will be given at Ridehaugh hall. Members of both organisations are invited.

A PART ON THE SEASORNE

Alpha Kappa Epsilon Dances on
Beach Pavilion. Novel
Decorations.

On Friday evening Alpha Kappa Epsilon entertained at their home. The house was decorated to represent a "beach" scene. The decorations were the result of much labor on the part of those in charge. The whole effect was a success. The party was a great financial success.

THE PRE-MEDIC

CLUB MEETS

FACULTY EXHIBIT EXPLAINS
DOCTORS METHOD OF
KILLING CATS.

Mr. Donald David Proves in Interest-ing Paper That Mumps Are Not Contagous.

Another running meeting of the pre-medical club was held this week in the auditorium. The meeting was not a success last week because chairs could not be obtained for all the mem-bers present and this over-crowded condition somewhat delayed business.

After the business-like clerk, Mr. Stone, had called the roll, which showed everyone present, Mr. Elsborn was called upon to recite. Mr. Elsborn's previous high school experience in debate work stood him in good stead but his fine musical voice was sufficient and satisfying.

The speaker began rather apolo-gistically by saying that anybody ought to be unhappy enough without cats around him in a 20 minute digression he explained that the doctors are will-ing to endure it all for the sake of poor, tired, suffering humanity. Mr. Elsborn explained that the task of coaxing a traps cat into a sack was no easy task that once in, the kit might just as well as be quiet whilst the doctor lifted the cat up three nights in a row to the laboratories.

The speaker was just explaining the composition of red marrow when Mr. Skogg informed the Chairman that the hall would have to be vacated in some-thing like 3 minutes. The freemson finally agreed 7 minutes were allowed. The speaker was very much disgusted and was roundly, vowing that no more papers would be forthcoming from him this year.

Mr. David, thoroughly con-vertant with his subject, was forced to hurry over the most interesting and exciting portion of his talk. We can, however, excuse this as Mr. David plays a heavy Shakespearean role Friday night.

The closing song, "I Hear You Call-ing Me," sung by Professor Wads-dale, was as pathetic as anything could be, but unfortunately, Mr. Skogg, hearing the words and very foolishly believing that they were intened to apply to his patience, became rather meditated, turned off the lights and thus ended an otherwise successful meeting of the Pre-Medical club. Faithfully reported.

ROSS CARTER

Will We Stay at Home?

Members of the band of the Uni-versity of Idaho are trying to ar-range a trip to the Pan-Pacifie

expedition in 1915. The state has ap-provided $200,000 for an exhibition at the exposition and the band hopes to go as a representative of the state.

In 1890 the battalion of cadets at- tended the Alaska-Yukon exposition at Seattle. Each Cadet paid a fee of 10 dollars and the state made up the deficit required to meet camp expenses. With a well drillled battalion and with a band which may be strengthened by the members who are non-university men, the university could send a strong representation to San Francisco in 1915. Some definite action should be taken immediately by the battalion offi-cers to arouse interest among the students and to formulate plans for raising funds.

Aid for Wellsley College.

The efforts being made in other col-leges to help Wellsley College recover its heavy loss has met with general approval at Idaho. Both students and townpeople are donating liberally and a next sum will soon be sent to the treasurer of Wellsley.

Harvard has Larger Library than Yale.

According to Reports.

In the issue of March sixth it was stated that Yale has the largest college library in America, containing 600,000 volumes. John L. Magnier, C. C. '98, writes to say that either the number of volumes or the conclusion must be in error, as the Harvard college library contained 609,193 volumes and 41,018 pamphlets, July 1, 1913. The thirty-night special reference Library contained 76,892 addi-tional volumes. These numbers may be greatly increased by including other Harvard departmental libraries. There is the famous law library—without a rival in English speaking countries—151,952 volumes and 17,058 pamphlets.

Adding together all the university li-braries, one comes within 1,682,759 volumes and 661,961 pamphlets.

Old Books.

The volumes of the University Ar-gonaut issued before the 1906 fire were burned. An effort is now being made to collect some scattered issues and save them bound. Even if the attempt is successful Washington has a book that will annul this. According to an exchange, the oldest volume in the University of Washington library is a first edition of Spenser's "Faerie Queene."

The volume is bound in cloth, with a gold press-a grade of bookbinding skins attained in the present day, according to Liber-ian W. E. Henry. The volume is being used by Dr. P. J. Patefield, head of the English department, in research work in Spenser's writings.

Disturbance Created.

The students of Gnaz University, Rome, Italy, upon finding that their demands for an Italian faculty were not to be acceded to started a public agitation. On their parade around the city they found the path blocked by German students, and a serious riot resulted. "Such interference was necessary to quiet the disturbance.

The University of Michigan during the past twelve years has sent more men to congress than any other college in the country.

The tuition of such student in the University of Michigan costs the tax-payers of that state $350 per year, ac-cording to Prof. E. J. James.

OBERG BROS.

General Merchandise
Merchant Tailoring

The Home of B. Kuppenheimer Good Clothes for Men and Young Men

Pinney and Mayer Shoes
Men's and Ladies' Tailoring and Cleaning and Repairing

Corner Third and Washington

City Phone 971

MOSCOW, IDAHO

Sterner's
Portraits
Mouldings
Special Rates to Students

For first-class shoe repairing, go to the

MOSCOW SHOE REPAIRING CO.
E. Third Street

CITY BAKERY

Main and Second Street

PHONE 202 — We deliver

The new DELICATESSEN STORE
To the new line of
Overhouser's Candy
The Home of the Royal Bread
We do the largest and nicest for too par-ties, dancing parties, etc.

THE NEW RESTAURANT

THE NEW RESTAURANT

THE NEW RESTAURANT

THE NEW RESTAURANT

THE NEW RESTAURANT

THE NEW RESTAURANT

THE NEW RESTAURANT

THE NEW RESTAURANT
Fraternity and Sorority Emblems, Class Pins and Rings

in fact, any kind of School Jewelry.

I am now in a position to save you money on Jewelry of this kind and will be glad to submit quotations for you.

I also solicit orders for any kind of engraved stationery, invitations, calling cards, etc.

Will E. Wallace

JEWELER

Prices quoted and samples submitted on

THE UNIVERSITY ARGONAUT.

A clean quiet nearby place for University students who want choice work rendered by a trained and courteous workman. A specialty made of half-cutting, shampooing and facial massages or other work for which skill and knowledge of the tonorial art is required. Modern antiseptic methods used. Do not venture to visit Waldorf when you want first class tonorial service. Hours 7:30 to 9:30.

WALDORF PENDLETON.
CONVICTIONS COUNT
SAYS FOWLER

REV. POWLER OF LOCAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH TALKS OF CONVINCING THINGS.

Mr. E. K. Humphreys Speaks Twice At
Companied by Miss Pitcairn. At-
endance Getting Better.

That college men should have convictions if they are to be men of power, was the central theme of an able ad-
dress by Rev. T. W. Fowler before the university students at the weekly as-
sembly Wednesday morning. Rev. Fowler is pastor of the First Christian
church of Moscow and has always had a deep interest in the university, hav-
ing been a regular member of man-
}